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Summer bummer:
tuition fees rise
by Carol Rumsey
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
University of Central
Florida students will have to
dig a little deeper into their
pockets for tuition this
summer.
The Florida Board of
Regents voted to raise fees
for summer courses.
Lower fees had been
offered as an enticement to
boost enrollment. For
example, last summer instate students taking
undergraduate, upper-level
courses paid $18.50 per
credit hour.
This summer students will
pay $33.19.
Pat Riordan, director of
public information for the
state university system,
said, ''It has become very
difficult to justify lower fees
for
summer
when
universities are providing
the same service year-round.
Instructors are paid the
same.
The cost -0f
maintaining the buildings is
the same, if not higher.''

A YEAR LATER
Tomorrow will mark the one-year anniversary of the Challenger tragedy. Where has NASA
gone since then? What do the next few years hold? Check today's Opinion Page for views
about the future of the NASA program.

a few years in the job force.
These individuals are highly
motivated to succeed in
college and move on to new
career opportunities.
Ira Smith, student body
president, said: ''I m never
happy when students are
asked to pay more in tuition.
However, the universities
need money.
''Compared to other
states, Florida students are
receiving a good education
for their money.''
Will summer enrollment
drop at UCF? Smith said he
thought it unlikely, but
noted the possibility.
Jerry Hormuth, the
manager of the Student
Accounts Office, said he was
concerned students may feel
penalized by the BOR's
decision, and that it might
result in lower attendance.

"By graduation, a Florida
student has paid for less
than 25 percent of his
education," said Riordan.

Nursing major Lana
Snipes' comments echoed
the opinions of many
students
who
were
questioned about the higher
summer tuition rates: "I'm
fortunate not to have to
worry about tuition, but am.
concerned about the effect it
will have on other
students," said Snipes.

"If students paid 25
percent, the state would be
paying $3 for every $1 the
student spends.
As it
stands, students are paying
about 22 percent."
Riorda~ said there is no
longer a need to push
summer attendance.
He
explained that Florida
universities sometimes have
an overload of students who
cannot be served since many
~nstructors are away.
Riordan attributes the rise
in summer attendance to the
"non-traditional" student.
He explained that many
people return to school after

Ellen Sigler a financial
services major strongly
disapproved of the BOR's
decision. ''Today it seems
the average student is
spending more time at a job
than with his books," said
Sigler.
"I'm afraid the situation
is becoming worse instead of
better. The governments
re~ponse is to decrease the
number of loans and cut
work-study programs." She
shrugged her shoulders and
said, "I just wish there was
a stronger emphasis on the
importance of a good
education.''

Parking problems focus of a ·new study·
by Keith Porter
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The

U F

Department. Antonio Mahfoud will
help gather and analyze the data.
According to Leftwich, ''We will do
the best that we can, but we don't
promise any miracles. We do hope to
alleviate the parking problems, but
nothing will happen overnight.'
"The credit for initiating this study
rests on the president,' said
Leftwich, "The president should be
commended for his foresight and
i ion. His comment have been
e. ·tremely helpful.''
The parking problem at UCF is due
in part t it ·commuter-school status
nd c ntinuing development.
"\\ ha e enough parking. but not
in he right plac . ·· L ftwi h aid.
SEE T

SPORTATION PAGE 4

UCF students face headaches in Orlando traffic and even more when they
try to park on campus.
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t/ What

Do I Do If
I Get Pulled Over
Drunk?
f/ls Crack .Really
Addictive?

•

To Answer These Questions and More, Student
Government and the Or~nge County Sheriff's Office
Present...
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Wednesday, January 28
11:00-1:00 p.ID. on the
Student Green

•

You Can't Beat Us in...

Student Government

•

•
•

UCF arc eologists
exhibit artifacts

•

by Jackie

iltner

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

On Jan. 24 archeologists
Drs. Diane and Arlen Chase
presented an exhibit and
lecture at the Orlando
Museum of Art at Loch
Haven. The lecture was the
second in a series presented at
the Orlando Museum of Loch
Haven concerning Ma-yan
findings from Caracol, Belize.
Caracol is situated between
Mexico and Guatamala in
South America.
Diane Chase narrated the
slides called "Glimmers of a
Forgotten Realm."
"We began archeological
digs in Sanarita, which is
located near the Caribbean
Sea,'' said Diane. ''We were
actually digging in the town
- peoples back yards, much like
the digs in Titusville," added
Arlen.
"We then moved to
Donna Calloway /Central Florido Future
Caracol,
one the largest sites
UCF archeologists Ors. Diane and Arlen Chase display artifacts at the Orlando Museum 1n
tne
Maya
area, located in
in
Loch Haven where they held a lecture on Mayan findings.

Fall ·enrollment beats odds
by Lisa Jean Silva
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Defying predictions once again,
enrollment in the nation's campuses
rose last fall, the U.S. Department of .
Education reported last week.
The Education Department - as
well as virtually every other agency
and observer who ventured to guess
- last summer predicted enrollment
would hold steady or fall slightly this
year.
The department's Center for
Educational Statistics said in a press
release that some ins ti tu tions
attributed the year's increases to
improved academic programs - some
developing especially for women - ·
and to more intensive recruiting of
non-traditional students.
All told, 151,000 more students
enrolled this year, bringing the total
number of people taking classes last
fall to 12.3 million. It amounted to a
one percent increase in the American
student body, the department census
ho wed.
A wide variety of schools enjoyed
increases. Virginia' community

colleges, the University of Maine
System, the University of Minnesota
System, Eastern New Mexico, and
Western Michigan, among scores of
others, all reported jumps.
On the other hand, · schools like
Montana State, the College of Santa
Fe (N.M.) and Blue Ridge Technical
College (N.C.), suffered population
losses.
The biggest increases, though, were
among two-year colleges, which had
suffered the biggest enrollment losses
in 1985-86.
Nationwide, two-year college
enrollment rose a significant 2.5
percent.
Enrollment at four-year schools
held steady, partly because of
"intensive" marketing efforts aimed
at older and part-time students as
well as traditionally-aged freshmen,
the department found.
Many experts had predicted college
enrollment
would
decline
precipitously through the decades
because there are fewer 18-year-olds
- the people who traditionally have
. populated campuses - in the

the inland jungles where rains
are frequent. mosquitos
numerous and transportatin
to the site barely exists,' said
Diane.
'The first season (Jan.-May
1985) consisted pri~arily of
constructing a permanent
camp. The second season
(Jan.-June 1986) produced a
lot
of findings
and
information,'' said Diane.
Caracol
ci viliza ti on
spanned the late Preclassic
(300 B.C.) to middle
Postclassic (A.D. 1250)
periods.
''Caracol was discovered by
accident and archeological
digs began in 1938 with A.H.
Anderson, who was followed
up in 1950 by Linton
Satherwaite,' said Diane.
"Most of the information
about Mayans come from
these earlier findings and
interpretations.
Our
hieroglyphic text findings
conflict with Oresent
understandings of the Mayan
SEE MAYA PAGE 5

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Jan. 28·
Jan. 29·
Jan. 30·
Jan. 31·
Feb. 01·

flute,

Feb. 02·
Feb. 03·

Feb. 05·
Feb. 06·

SEE ENROLLMENT PAGE 13

be made Students must
complete an application and
a letter of nomination from
the president. Applications
must be sent to to Will Shaffner in Financial Aid no later
than March 10.
Remember to contact Will
Shaffner about these or any
other scholarships, call
x5033. The off-campus
prefix i 2 1, not 275.
(2 1-5033)
• S.PACE SERIES

The former executive
director of the . ational
ommi ion on pace is the
fir t of three cheduled
speaker in the 19 7 spring
erie on international pace
polic · being conducted at
U F.

The series, which is free
and open to the public, will
open Feb. 2 with Marcia
Smith, currently with the
Library of Congress, who
will speak on pioneering the
space frontier. Smith, who
also is president of the
American Astronautical
Society, has authored over
60 articles and reports on
space.
The program, presented
by the UCF International
tudies Center and depart·
ment of political science, will
be held in the university din·
ing room. beginning at
p.m.
• SINKHOLE CONFERENCE

Orlando and Guilin, its
ister city in Guangxi Pro-

vince, China, have more in
common than mutual admiration. Both are perched
atop porous limestone,
prime
territory
for
sinkholes.
The situation in Guilin
will be covered by a resident
expert Feb. 10 during a
3-day conference presented
by the Florida Sinkhole
Research Institute, headquartered at UCF.
The Florida Sinkhole Institute was established in
1983 to centralize and coordinate technical data and in·
formation on sinkholes. Continuing research is conducted into the causes, locations, engineering and repair
of sinkholes.
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Falling enrollment means
new breed of student
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Efforts to shore up dwindling college
enrollment by pursuing "non-traditional"
students - those who are older than age 24
- have helped forestall budget cuts at some
schools, but few institutions have carried the
idea as far as has Lakeland College in
Mentor, Ohio.
That school is about to build a retirement
community on its campus, hoping to
convince senior citizens who come to live
t here to sign up for courses.
Lakeland President Dr. James Catanzaro,
said he is looking for a compatible developer
to build retirement condominiums on 150
heavily-forested acres of the campus.
"W have 450 undeveloped acres, and of
that we'd like to devote 150 to a retirement
village for teachers and other like-minded
professionals," Catanzaro said. "You'd have
maybe 200 to 300 people with so much to
offer: life experience, history, personal
recollections. It would provide something I
feel is very important: inter-generational
learning.''
The Lakeland project is apparently unique,
said Wesley Stubbs of the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE), which advises colleges and
universities on finding alternative sources of
revenue.
Stubbs said she has heard of colleges who
sell and lease college properties and services
for a profit, but not of a project like
Lakeland' s.

TRANSPORTATION
FROM PAGE l

Marina Buhler-Miko of the Higher
Education Strategic Planning Institute
Washington, D.C. agrees, adding schools
should "segment their markets. " Keeping
classrooms full of students, Buhler-Miko
said, "Isn't just marketing and promotions.
It's strategy."
To Catanzaro, the question recruiting nontraditional students becomes, ' 'Why not?
" It makes perfectly good sense. It's a
continuation of what we're doing: marketing
courses to the 35-to-55-year-old age group.
There must be many, many more people
interested in continuing education. "
Catanzaro noted retired people often
complain that "they see only other old
people. They miss the energy of younger
people. In this situation, they would not be
threatened by the college campus as youthonly territory."
The president envisions the retirees taking
credit and non-credit courses, especially
history, photography, music, art, exercise,
health and maybe even those newfangled
computer classes.
"I teach every quarter," Catanzaro said,
"mostly philosophy courses. Recently I got
to know three students - they were all
women over 60 - who offered so much. They
really enriched classes. This plan will provide
the kind of interaction most important to a
college: people of all ages working, studying,
having fun together, sharing ideas."
Catanzaro said the community would
benefit in other ways. Non-traditional
students, "will bring income to the college as
well. The developer could sell or rent, and a
lease payment would be made to the
institution," Catanzaro said.

Leftwich sees many
problems that must be dealt
with.
One is the number of
students
who live on
Alafaya Trail who are using
their cars to get to school.
While many ride bikes, many
do not.
'If we could just get this
packet of students stop doing
this, and instead encourage
bicycle use and provide some
kind of shuttle service, we
would have a better parking
situation." Leftwich said.
Another problem is the lack
of paVing on many campus
parking lots. The cost of
paving these lots is
expensive, estimated at
$1000 per space. The study
will determine which of the
lots should be paved.
' '. One more problem," said
Arturo Perez, who is doing a
thesis on the feasibility of a
shuttle service to remote
parking areas, "is many
students living on campus are
using valuable parking
spaces. "A lot of people park
their car at the begining of
the semester, and never move
it until the term is up.
"If we could just have those
who live here park farther
away, and the addition of
metered parking spaces, they
could load and unload their

aid. Th
p rking m t r . , uld h
time limit of 30 m.inut .
Although taff and ud n
coun il will b in lud d in
the fa -ga h ring
among them th
enate and he
Planning Dir ctor, L ftwi h
is asking for ugge tion from
he student bod . Submission
should be typed, double
spaced, and include a campu
map, which are availabl in
the Administration Building
and at the campus vi itor'
center. The deadline is Feb.
10.
The school will be raising
parking fees," Leftwich said,
"but wants to vary the price
according to where you park.
Prices for some spaces will he
higher, and the parking lots
will be marked for certain
types of decals."
The root of the parking
problem stems from state
funding practices: The state
gives the school a set sum to
build the buildings, but
doesn't really include money
for the parking lots. They
expect the school to pay the
cost of paving from the
money collected from parking
fees.
UCF has some of the lowest
parking fees for any college in
the state, and raising them
may not be as excessive as
some students believe.

•

DRINKING .AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIR

ethereis

HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator
Is Now Meeting
ANY Discounted Price!

•

The Business Consultant A Whole New Idea in Calculators

NOW In
Stock!

Ff/OW

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
2914 Corrinne Dr.
Orlando, FL 898-0081

calculator

& computer

.
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olar systems faithful but not perfect
•

•

•

This edition of Florida Solar energy discusses
repairing solar energy systems.
A couple of years ago, a developer in Daytona
Beach tore down some older homes to make room
for a new housing development. One of the homes
was especially interesting.
Over the years a number of improvements and
changes had been made to the house, but the
residents still used solar energy to provide hot
water heated by rooftop solar collectors that had
been installed in 1935.
Not all systems work for 50 years, of course, but
solar energy equipment has generally been
characterized by well-made products that seem to
last forever. Many systems installed in Florida
long before World War II, for example, are still
working well today.
However, the solar water heater industry
suffered a steep decline following the end of federal
tax credits a little more than a year ago. One result
of companies failures has been the creation of a new
type of consumer: one who owns an "orphan solar
system."
Though the solar energy industry continues in
Florida, it has gone through many cutsbacks and
changes since the tax credits expired at the end of
1985. Many solar companies have gone out of
business during the past year, and if you're one of
more than 250,000 Florida homeowners with a
solar water heating system, you may have an
orphan system - so-called because the original
installer is no longer in business and thus can't
perform any needed service and maintenance work.
There's good news, though, especially at this

time of the year when nightime freezes pose a
potential problems for solar systems. There are still
many competent solar professionals in business
throughout the state, prepared to keep systems in
working order.
If you're concerned about keeping your system
operating properly, Colleen Kettles, associate legal
counsel at the Florida Solar Energy Center, offers
the following advise for situations where your
"orphan" system needs to be serviced .
"If your system still has a manufacturer's
warranty in force and the seller has gone out of
business," she said, "you should contact the
manufacturer and advise the company of your
problem. The manufacturer should honor the
warranty if the defect is his problem.''
Kettles explained that major components (the
solar energy collector and storage tank) typically
are warranted or one to five years. To find the
address or phone nu-her of the manufacturer,
consult your system's operation and maintenance
manual. You can also call the FSEC Public
information office (305-783-0300) for thfs
information.
Kettles noted that if your system has been
damaged by a freeze or improper installation, the

manufacturer is not liable for the repair . "If you
ha\ e financed your s stem, contact he finance
company to see if it will cover he co t of repairs. If
you paid cash, you should contact your
homeowners insurance company to see if the
problem is covered. In many cases, problems
caused by freeze damage, for example are covered
by insurance."
Finally, Kettles said, if your system is out of
warranty, don't give up on it. "Homeowners who
contact the Florida Solar Energy Industries
Association office in Longwood (305-260-8377) will
be reffered to a reputable solar contractors in their
area who can repair the system.
They should expect to pay for these repairs since
the warranty has ended, but they will have the
work done by knowledgeable solar contractors."
She added that homeowners with systems still
under warranty should be sure to use authorized
representatives for repairs. Otherwise, they may
void the warranty.
If you just can't get your system fixed, no matter
who you contact, there's still one avenue left for
homeowners. "Consumers can contact the Division
of Consumer Services in Tallahassee (800-342-2176)
to find out what steps might be available to resolve
the problem."
In most cases, this should t be necessary, she
explained, since the industry association is trying
hard to solve all repair problems and keep systems
working. The group recently requested support
from the Governor's Energy Office, for example, to
set up a network of solar users who require service
or information.

MAYA

Don't Rent!

FROM PAGE 3

Own Your Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail
Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
rommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too!

$340/F~I*

~;es

~~tied
ceilings
l/

No.Closing Costs.

Open, Spacious plan
Large mastet bedroom suite
cable TV available
Sparkling skytlghts
Charming loft
Furnished kitchen

Purchase Price
Includes:
0 Refrigerator

Furnished model open daily
Mon.- at. lOAM - 6PM.
un. 12 noon - 6PM.

*

l:aL- ~ - ·-

PllS.it .

/ .:- _ - - ~ -:~ - ~r...;.• · '"·' · '"
~
1V' -·---'t

-~Fox Hunt Lanes

0 Washer and Dryer
0 Blind:t

DPad~•F•n•

-.._

Sale price 553,900, $2,700 down. SSl,200 mortgage, 71i AR.M., plus or minus 2% Annual Cap, Lifetime Cap 13%

Adjusted to 1-yeor I-Bill. AP.R. 8% or Low Axed Rates.

civilization,'' said Diane.
The "Caracol Core" has
seven known causeways
· emanating from it. These
linear roads radiate from
Cara col' s
epicenter,
integrating the extensive
system of farm terraces and
settlements of about 20,000
people.
"Fifteen miles away is the
nearest river," said Diane.
"Therefore, the Mayans
designed huge reservoirs (like
built-in pools) to catch
rainfall.''
"We bathed in the biggest
of the two reservoirs when
necessary," said Arlen.
Some of the findings
include incense (used in
· rituals) and caches.
"Caches
(pottery urns
containing smaller items) are
specialized ritual offerings
that capture the Mayan
burial rituals by depicting the
Mayan underworld", said
Diane.
The caches are buried in the
tombs and capstones cover
the tombs. ''The capstones
have
hieroglyphic
information recorded on
them," said Arlen.
The eastern building of
Caana is presumably devoted
to ancestor worship. An openmouthed mosaic earth
monster mask on the building
''swallows the dead lords into
the belly of the Maya
Underworld''. The mask has
a hollow area behind its face
where incense was burned
causing smoke to billow out
from its open eyes and mouth.
Caana, the tallest structure
at Caracol with a base wider
than a football field, has a
very important woman buried
in a tomb within its core.
"The elaborate tomb has
eight vessels and jade objects
dating from A.D. 634, '' said
Diane.
"There are indications that
women predominated the
Eastern side of the Mayan
area, such as Santarita," said
Arlen.
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Thkethe~~~~
LE.A.D.

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE
Pick one up at the
Student Governmen
Kiosk or at the
Student Governmen
Main Desk

The cereal of LEADERS!
100% RDA of leadership
development, personal
enrichment and academic
methods.

19TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT
22, 1987
12TH SESSION

BILLS:
19-20Revlslng Statutes- 304.2: This Bill sets a lime limit for Senate confirmation of an appointment by the Student
Body President (Field, Tabled tor one week in UR
19-30Fundlng lo Bring the Florida Symphony Orchestra to UCF: This Bill allocated S2,500.00 to PAC to partially
defray the cost of bringing the Florida Symphony Orchestra to UCF (Pellerin, OAF)
RESOLUTIONS:
19-13 Format tor Printing Statutes and Rules and Procedures: This Resolution specifies the uses for Boldface and
Capital letters and underlining In the statutes (Tabled tor one week in UR)
19-14 Supporting Sen. Richard Crotty's Proposal for College Investment/Prepayment Plans: This Resolution stales
that the 19th Student Senate supports a pre-pay system for college education cs proposed by State Sen.
Crotty (Tabled for one week In SP)
·
19-16 Thanking Administrators tor Addressing the Senate: This Resolution directs a letter lo those Administrators
who have addressed the Senate, thanking them for their time (Deal, SP)

DID YOU KNOW?
President Smith presented Former
Provost Ellis with a plaque thanking
Dr. Ellis for efforts for students.

MEASURES ON SECOND READING:

BILLS:
19-24 Revising Statutes- Deleting 603.A through 603.D: This Bill clarifies requirements for the Election Statutes
(Reid, Tabled fr ne week)

CONFIRMATIONS:.
Mario Ponce BUS #1
22-Y, 2-PR
Rosette Smith Judicial Council
Alternate
21-Y, 3-PR

THE SENATE VOTED ON:

BILLS:
19-15 Relnvittng Administrators to Address the Senate: This Bill readdresses letters to Administra1ors to invi1e them
to Senate meetings (Field, 25-V)
19-22 Allocatlno Funds to Print Activities Calendar: This Bill allocates funds tor printing and distribution of campus
ac!Mtles calendar (Coniglio, 25-Y)
19-23 Funding for the Robotics Club: This Bill allocates Sl.000 to the Robotics Club tor competition (SChmid, 25-Y)
19-25 Supplying Final Coples of Legislation to "Senators: This Bill states that copies of all finalized legislation be
distributed to Senators (Field, 12-Y, 11-N)"
19-26 Transfer of Travel Funds: This Bill transrers S2.500 from the Travel Account to the Clubs and Organizations Account (Kelty, 23-Y)
19-27 Funding for the SUrt Club: This Bill allocates S800 to the UCF SUrt Club for competition (Kelty, 23-Y)
19-28 Funding for UCF Programming Team International Competition: This Bill allocates Sl,630 to the UCF Programming Team ta competition <Cline. 17-Y, 6-N)
RESOLUTIONS:
19-15 Forewarning UCF Students of the Dangers of Illegal Alcohol end Drug Use: This Resolution states that th 19th
Student Senate discourages the use of iiteQal drugs and driving under the influence of alcohol (Wolf, 17-Y,
1-N, 4-AB)
•LeQislation In Committtee is introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the full Senate votes on it.

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Thursdays at 3:00 in the Tropical
Oasis.
STUDENTS
If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the
Senate Report, or any legislation,
please contact JJ Mandato at
x2191 or in SC 151.

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The
following are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:

C&O

UR
SP

EA

Organizations Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any
legislation requesting funding.
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
Clubs and Organizations: Th- committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/Advertising or
Conference Registra1ion.
Tuesdays at 5:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislation to change the Constitution, Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm in the Student Activi1ies Center
Serv1ces and Publicity: s co
ittee reviews all non-funding legislation which delals with Student Government Ser1ces and Publicity.
Mondays at 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
Election and Appointments: Th" comm· ee reviews all Student Government Appoi tmen s. and makes recommendations tor changes to he Bectio statu es
Tuesdays at 6:00 pm in the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (no enoug

First Meeting
February 5,
7:00pm
••
in the
••
••
S.C.A .
•
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- Paid Aduertisment -

ARTS Ir SCIENCES
August Field
Kim DeVogel
Mark Hayes
Bob Truett
Samuel Coniglio
Monica Endsley
Melissa Pellerin
Scott Jenkins
Ted Bo.g ert
Tabatha Burn
Mark Jackson
BUSINESS
Mario Ponce
Anthony Morelli
Jeff King
John White
Ken Barr
Patrick Kelly
Adam Barringer
Meade Parks
David Thollander
EDUCATION
Daniel Shepard
Susan Schmid
Pro Tern Ross Wolf
John Rhodes
Candace Cline
ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
Cindy Deal
OPEN SEAT
Tony Wendrzyk
Keith White
Brian Thomas
HEALTH
William Bolt
Jeannie Saul
LIBERAL STUDIES
Megan O'Neill
AT·LARGE
Roy Reid
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLA DO
OPEN SEAT
PRO TEMPORE
OPE SEAT
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Desperation its state run school
by Susan Skorupa
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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•
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Wyoming's seven state
community
colleges
desperately need an extra $3
million from the state.
Faculty members, said state
Gov. Ed Her$chler, may soon
start leaving if they do not
get it.
Northern Montana College,
also short of money, last week
announced it will stop
offering 22 degree programs
and fire 12 administrators to
try to save precious dollars.
At the same time, Texas
educators held a dramatic
press conference in Austin,
asserting that recent cuts in
state college funding were
causing a slow and painful
demise of the state's
campuses.
It's happening, in fact, in
probably a majority of states
now, as state legislatures
reconvene to start their new
sessions.
While most observers are
busy fretting about the
massive, deep cuts in federal
college funding proposed by
President Reagan on January
5, the real crisis in college
funding nationwide seems to
be developing in the
individual states. ·
"This year and in coming
years, state fonding for
higher education will be very
tight," predicted Dr. Edward
Hines, director of Illinois
State University's Grapevine
Report, which tracks state

education funding around the
country.
"With state priorities for
elememtary and secondary
education, increases for
higher education will be very
hard to come by,' Hines said.
"In fact, in 10 or 15 states,
decreases in higher education
budgets could become a
yearly occurrence.''
As a result, campuses in
Arizona, Nebraska and some
other states are cutting back
the numbers of course
sections they offer. Qther
schools are dropping whole
degree programs, leaving
some students stranded in
mid-college career.
To save money, some
schools in Louisianna,
Colorado, Montana, North
Dakota, Alaska, Nebraska,
Texas and Washington, D.C.
are weighing proposals to
either merge or close down
entirely by next fall.
Former University of
Wisconsin at Madison
Chancellor Irving Shain, for
one, predicted in December
that a five percent cut in the
amount of money the state
gives the UW system may
force 13 percent of the
student body to drop out.
Still others think public
colleges will have to impose
yet another new round of
steep tuition hikes for fall to
compensate for the new
shortage of state funds.
The cuts and mid-year
budget shortfalls follow
several optimistic years that
saw some states boost

education
funding
substantially. But, by
mid-1986, many governors
and state legislators slashed
budgets for colleges and other
state agencies.
'Those stat.es heavy into
011, minerals and farming are
the hardest hit," Hines said.
"They do not have any other
economic base to depend on,
so in those states funding for
higher education is hard to
come by."
In Arkansas, for instance,

"We'll look at increasing tuition and
cutting programs
that are in the early
stages."
Dr. Paul Marion
director State Department
of Higher Education

the energy and farming
slump, coupled with the flight
o.f some manufacturing
concerns to foreign countries,
caused a severe tax revenue
loss to the state.
In turn, the state looked for
ways to cut its spending. It
did not take long for public
colleges to feel the pinch.
"Our budget over the next
two years includes no funding
increase in the first year and a
4.5 percent increase the
second year," said Dr. Paul
Marion, director of the state
Department of Higher
Eduction.

ome tudent ou of college
If a suggested re' enueenhancement package to clo e adding to he funding
hortfall.
tax loopholes becomes law.
~ bile
Blackburn
state college could get part
of the expec ed 150 million anticipa e no faculty layoff
windfall. Otherwise, 'it' a he said "There will be no
no-growth situation," said salary increa es, which is
because
Marion. ' We are not yet in unfortunate
the position of laying people Arkansas faculty alaries are
off. But it makes it hard to below the national average.·'
Wyoming' community
keep the good people we have
colleges
already
are
now."
With private industry and duplicating the University of
richer schools already luring Wyoming's faculty hiring
faculty away from some freeze.
In addition, "now they are
financially-strapped state
colleges, most schools are making selective cuts in
examining ways to raise new operating expenses and
money and tighten spending cleaning up some programs,''
without cutting course explained Jim Randolph of
tlie state's Community
offerings or faculty.
''There will be some cutting College Commission. "I don't
across the board with deeper see any colleges making
cuts in some areas and massive program changes,
smaller ones in others, but but if there are more state
most healthy institutions can cu ts and local funding
do one-time budget cuts shortfalls, we can expect
without doing too much layoffs and program cuts.''
And, if the cuts deepen or
damage," said Dr. John
Blackburn, past president of continue beyond this year,
the American Association of administrators nationwide
may have to do the same,
University Presidents.
The first cuts for many Hines warned.
"That does not mean all
schools will be in equipment
and library purchases, programs will decline," said
remedial and marginal Hines. "But administrators
programs,
and
' will have to look closely at
non-essential" programs, those programs with
enrollment declines or those
agreed Marion.
"We'll look at increasing that are just not too highly
tuition and cutting programs esteemed.''
Raising money through
that are in the early stages,
that have not gotten off the funding drives and tuition
increases could help some
ground yet,'' said Marion.
Marion fears tuition schools out of the slump, too,
increases and Arkansas' low he added, ''but not all schools
per-capita income would keep can do that."

United Parcel Service I ~
Part-Time Positions Available
United Parcel Service will be
·accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay ··$8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.
•

I

One year later:
shuttle must
take off again ~
It's hard to believe that an entire year has passed since the space shuttle Challenger exploded in a
fiery cloud of smoke, killing all of its seven crew
members.
For most Floridians the
tragedy struck home
with painful intensity. We all swore that we would
never forget and that the fallen crew's deaths
would not be in vain.
No one lied. We have not forgotten. Our one consolation is that most of us can look back without
feeling that ache in our stomachs anymore.
Yes, looking back is somewhat easier now. Time
is finally healing the wounds.
But we made the Challenger astronauts another
promise. We said that their efforts would not be in
vain. Whether or not that promise is going to be
kept is a very shaky issue.
Think about it, it has been one whole year. Shuttles are parked in storage and that once-familiar
rumble of lift-off is nothing but a vague memory
these days.
What about NASA? What was once a symbol of
America's pioneering spirit and a source of national pride (as well as international envy) is now
nothing more than a shadow of its' former self. No
one has stepped forward as a strong leader. No one
is pushing things along. In short, nothing is getting done.
.
Our space agency is in big trouble. The solut10n,
however, is not to be found in this current tendency to avoid making any decisions.
Why has this happened to a formerly strong and
confident organization? Simple, it has become the
victim of finger pointing. Look at what happened
to the administrators involved in the shuttle
disaster. Most were just following orders to keep
up with the launch schedule. All paid de?I"ly.
The public was outraged that the accident had
been allowed to happen and everyone wanted someone to take the blame. The government obligingly gave th~ nation quite a. few pigeons. The i.nvestigation of the shuttle affair turned out to be little more than a public hanging.
With that in mind, who can blame the new administration for not wanting to suffer the same
fate? Would you want to be the one to give the goahead on a new booster design that, no matter how
safe it is, just might prove to be defective? Neither
does anyone else.
.
If NASA is to get back on its f~et, the flaws m
the shuttle must be redesigned and the changes
must be incorporated. It's as easy as that. Someone has to make the decision.
But who will it be? More importantly, when?
That's the one question that's not so simple.
So all we can do for our fallen heros is ask them
to have patience with us. We haven't forgotten and
we are trying to keep their loss from becoming
meaningless. This is still a confused and frightened
country and everything considered, we probably
are doing the very best we can.
·
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Challenger a blessing in disquise
It's funny, but we don't seem to miss the lack of
activity in the sky these days, do we?
Remember how we would all flock to our
backyards or to open parking lots, and whether it
be the darkness of night or the bright light of the
sun, we would arch our necks upward and search
for the latest shuttle headed for space. Our
imaginations were at a peak unparallelled as we
looked, amazed, at modern technology.
Then came the day that we, once again, looked to
the sky. Yet all that was returned to us that day
were tears of sadness that ran down our respective
faces. The bright light of our imagination was
blunted with the horror of a grim reality.
It's been a year since the space shuttle
Challenger disintegrated. During that time, the
news media and senate sub-committees have left
no stone unturned. They found people to blame, yet
when all was said and done, the fact remained that
seven astronauts lost their lives.
A year has passed, yet what is new?
Well, NASA won't be launching any more space
shuttles for some time. A space program that was
in a big hurry at one point has finally braked itself.
Yet there is a grim schedule in the future.
NASA's launch schedule for 1988, when it plans
to resume the shuttle launches, seems to be spread
out reasonably enough.
However, in 1989 there are 10 launches
scheduled, with 11 more set to go up in 1990.
This seems a bit risky once again. Did NASA
learn anything?
Well, the space program has always been one
with risks, risks that weren 't fully realized until the

ill-fated launch of Challenger. Yet the program is a
necessity and it must continue, although I'm not so
sure it should at such a frantic pace.
Part of the reason for the pace is the Defense
Department. They have a lot of interest in getting
the schedule revved up, because they have some
valuable payloads that -need to be space-bound. I'm
sure the Star Wars defense project has a lot to do
with this, but nonetheless, there's no need to push
things.
Anyway, the point is the future does exist for the
space program. So what of the past, and seven
brave individuals that gave their lives to a mission
that did not touch the stars?
Ah, the lesson was learned, my friends.
Ironically enough, the deaths of the seven
astronauts could have been the best thing that
happened to NASA. Sloppine$s was one thing a
space program could not afford, and that was no
more evident than in the Challenger destruction.
Seven gave their lives so that a future could be
realized. In doing this, they accomplished more
than they ever could have in space. They righted a
careless program so that once again in the not-sodis tan t future our imaginations can soar
uninhibited.

Shuttle accident leaves her speechless
Im writing this column under
protest. Our editor, Don, has
decided that the whole opinion
page should be dedicated to the
space shuttle Challenger. I told
him that I don t have anything to
say, but the consensus around
here is that that never stopped
me before.
Seriously, though, I don't think
there's anything left to say about
the Challenger disaster that
hasn't already been said. To me,
the tragedy of the accident was
that se en people died and all the
analyzing in the world won't bring them back.
In his columm above mine,
Chris Richcreek points out that
there is a silver lining to the
disaster since it has led to an improved space program. At the
risk of sounding sacrilegious, I
ha' e to say that the space program itself doesn't mean that
much to me.

restricted to one Georgia county,
but can also be found in South
Africa, in different parts of the
United States, and throughout
the world. That's a problem.
Bob Geldof recognized that
famine in Africa was another problem and helped the world realize
This might have something to this. Human rights violations
do with the fact that I'm not an still occur in South American and
American. I was always awed in a Eastern European countries, and
distant sort of way, rather than luckily, Amnesty International
proud, when I saw a shuttle tak- will not let this problem be iging off. And since I come from a nored.
country that will never have a
So, one year after the
space program (it's a very tiny Challenger accident, I still
country), I tend to be more con- remember the sadness of the
cerned with earth and its pro- death of the seven astronauts, but
blems than space.
I find it difficult to draw any
In a way, I think it's silly to be larger para1lels. I only hope that
branching out into space when we before America ventures out into
have so many problems to take space again, she takes care of
care of here on earth. A case in some of her problems right here.
point is the racism displayed in Otherwise, we might all one day
Forsyth County, Ga., recently. find that we've taken our proUnfortunately this racism is not blems into space with us.
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ACROSS
1 Insect
5 Winter
precipitation
9 For what reason
12 Japanese
aborigine
13 Drink heavily
14 Regret
15 Sparkling
17 Attending
18 Cloth measure
19 Animal coat
21 Bog down
23 Cavalrymen
27 Kind of type:
abbr.
28 Quadruped
29 Sweet potato
31 Chapeau
34 Spanish article
35 Antlered animal
37,0bscure
39
40
42
44

As far as
Recent
Stitch
Cupolas

~-:~~·~·~

1984 United Feature Syndicate

16 Repulses
20 Attempt
22 Agave plant
23 At that time
24 Part in play
25 Either
26 Mournful
30 Center
32 The sweetsop
33 Hurl
36 Range of
knowledge
38 Meddles with
unwarrantably
41 Large sea
DOWN
mammals
1 Existed
43 Marry ·
2 River island
45 Coroner: abbr.
3 Nahoor sheep
47 Printer's
4 Intention
measure
5 Fashion
49 Consumed
50 Trail
6 Japanese
51 Lamb's pen
drama
name
7 New Deal agen52 Bridge term
cy: init.
56 Single
8 Dampens
58 Small child
9 Garland
59 Large bird
10 Body of a vessel 60 Lair
11 Shout
63 Symbol for
tantalum

46 That man
48 Unnecessary
50 Rays
53 Small valley
54 Everyone
55 Behold!
57 Tried
61 Stalemate
62 Poker stake
64 Heavy volume
65 Possesses
66 Average
67 Stupefy
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S.W.A.T.
TOPICS

The Student ·wellness
Advocate
Team
sponsers guest presentations in the "Wild Pizza"
Activities Center biweekly on Tuesdays at 3pm.
Free; open to all
students. This week
features Donald B. Ardell,
Ph.D. on "The Financial
Implications of a
Wellness Lifestyle."

by Michael Fry
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DECIDE TO .QUIT TODAY!

281-5841

9

When you quit smoking, within a
few days your sense of taste and smell
will improve. Your mouth and breath
will be fresher (those closest to you
may not have told you, but "smokers
breath" can be very unpleasant).
Several hundred other neat things happen when you quit. Interested?

WEIGHT WATCHERS
. AT WORK
New counselor - new time.
First meeting (and last chance to
sign up) this Wednesday, Jan 28,
at noon in the Student Health
Resource Center. 281-5841 for
more info.

Mon: 3-4pm
Wed: 6-7pm
The last time you'll ever have to
worry about weight control!
Multipurpose Room, Educ. Bldg.
Call 281-5841.
We can help you be successful. The
Smoking Cessation Clinic's first
meeting is tonight 5-6:30pm, HRC
Classroom.
Five Tuesday evenings, one Thursday
evening. All 5-6:30pm.
Conducted by Dave Elliott, UCF
Health Educator.
Cost: $10 for six sessions. $5 refunded
when you attend all six!

SLIM TRIM
AND REALLY
SUPER STUDENTS

by DARIN BROWN

:>.

GREEK CORNER
Delta Tau Delta
Speclol lhonks to coaches Don Browne and
Mike Monn, shck ii out Dells our Spring
teams will be belfer than ever before Don't
forget Rowlins. I'm sure he doesn't know.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
All pledges and brothers get ready tor our
retreat to Ocala. Be there or be o
schmendel Everyone come out and support the soccer team this week, even Jock
Remarkable scored
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
B ro t hers~ pledges, pledge retreat Friday
and Saturday contact Mike Koski tor Into
Province weekend In Tampa Is coming up
let's win the softball tourney again.
Phi Della Theta
Phi Dells- Lunch a t noon be theretl OFF Elections next week Congrats DG and PBP on
Spring rush. Any Interested students. come
lo our meetings Sun. nights of Bpm SC217
PDTI

Student Personnel Association
Ms. Robb Ann Hurst will be speaking on
resume writing and interviewing skills at our
next meeting, on Wed. January 2B at 4p.m.
In room 218 at the Educ. Bldg. EVERYONE IS
WELCOME!

---------------

UCF Circle K
Looking to r o meaning In Ille? Try doing service and having runt Circle K Is the world's
largest service organization. Meetings Wed.
5pm PC2 107. Anybody Is ollowed t

FOR SALE

UCF Moo Duk Kwon Karate Club 1n now forMing FREE COED beginner's classes Classes
ore being held Mon and Wed from
B:30-10:30pm 1n the multi-purpose room In
the Educ Gym complex For more into coll
L<?UIS at 331 -7415 or Kevin at 2Bl-8492

Sanyo MCB-555, d ouble disk drive. color
mon1tor. WordStor. Spell Star Cole Siar
S.400 or best offer
coll 275-3449

Bookkeeper.secreto ry o ne day o v.eek S5
per tv con pc the lime lo fit your schedule
1n OVJedo coll 365-364B
alter 5 pm or on eekend

Omicron Delta Epsilon
The Economics Honors Society open to all
students with on interest 1n Economics. For
more Information coll Rob Alexa nder at the
Economics deportment 275-2465.
UCF Surf Club
Tired of being in a rush? Hang loose a nd
come check out the UCF Surf Club .
Meetings held every Wednesday at 5pm. in
rm 336 in the health and physics buildings.

Scholarships gran ts fo r c o llege ore
available millions go unclaimed yearly call
1-600-USA-1221 ext 0627

1 year old woterbed (woveless. oak wood
frame) Sl00.00 coll 273-9434

STUDENT LOANS TO 57500 273 ·3263 All
Ages. No Credit. Insured Plan

Stereo Equipment-Receiver, speakers. topedeck. car stereo Coll 658-4652

ABORTION SERVICES. birth c o ntrol lnformot1on. pregnancy tests and counselling VD
screening. low costs. confidential servtces
and general anesthesia 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Health Organization

Shore with 2 non-smoking males 3 bdrm 2
bo opt near 436/Howell Br. Rd S225/month
includes all 631 -2972

GOVERNMENT JOBS Sl6,040 - S59.230/yr.
Now Hiri ng . Coll 1-805-667 -6000 e xt.
R-462B for c urrent federal list.

Roo mmate wonted to share nice 3bed 2ba
home in Alomo ave area. Full kitchen laundry furniture privacy. Prefer dependable
clean non-smoker. 5225 mo & Y, utilities call
677-7085

-- - - - ------- Fabricator/sow operator part time Mon-Fri
l -5p.m. Will Train 659-5298
Students needed to clean homes. Hours to
fit schedule. Call 699- 1636.

Female roommate wanted (non-smoker) to
share 2bdrm 2 bath duplex all modern appliances coll 656-4296

t

Fast accurate typing. Term papers labels
lei ters
elc
Reasonable
rates
pica ehte praporhonot sp 657-350

Brand new pictorial 20 volume set of TIMELIFE World War II. Reasonable pnce. Sen. Coll
275-2061 .

Looking for supple mental Income? Join a
c ompany with 20 years e xp . evenings no
weekend s. Earn while you learn Coll Carlton
a t 628-5B47

Resumes nd co er leller~
Destgned re sed 1Vped - 657 00 9
TYPING Fas! , accurate. reosono 1 Clo
campus Coll Berny 282-4168

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl CU repo11).
Deliquent lox property. Repossessions. Coll
1-805-6B7-6000 Ext GH-462B for current
repo list

UCF JUDO CLUB IS now forming 0 beginner's
class. Classes ore to be held MON and WED
7-B:30pm In the multi-purpose room In the
Education Bldg Coll B9B-9068 ofter 5pm tor
more 1nformotion.

Typing -· Don't sacrifice the personot louch l
21 yrs experience. Perfeclton my specialty
theses expert call Susie 273 2300 days
647-445t eves
FAST efltclent typlst,photocapy1ng contact
Altomo nte Springs 77 4-5480

**

**

COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING
Student papers. resumes. spread sheets. Ur
quality print. Free revisions. 10% student discount. 658-1481

RESEARCH PAPERS 15 .278 Available!
Ca talog 52.00. Research. 11322 lda(o.
N20 6XT. Los Angeles 90025. TOLL-FREE HOT
LINE . 60 0-351 -0 222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.
SCHOLARSHIPS!! Fast. easy, inexpensive !
5-25 sources of FREE money o r no charge
695-3340 leave messag e.

SU MMER IN EUROPE 5279
Lowes t Scheduled Fores to o il of Europe
from O rlando. Ca ll 1(800) 325-2222.

Attention student parents!
II you ore interested in joining o group of
student parents who wont child core services in the evening al UCF, please contact
me at 568-5235

Need female by Pine Hills lo c arpool MWF
8AM-2 or later. Coll 297-6636

Found: Walch. to Identify c all 275-4341
Marilyn.
Thanks for a wonderful dinner.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants.
Agents, Mechanics. Customer Service.
Salaries to S50k. Entry level poslstions. Coll
1-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628 for current
listings.

Pl Sigma Epsilon
We're off to o great start folks!! Our recruitment party will be at the Wild Pizio at 6:30
on Thursday. We need everyone to come
and bring a friend! See ya there!
Hispanic American Student Association
Students. you are cordially Invited to attend
the next meeting.
When: Thursday, January 29, 19B7
Where: Educational Bldg, Rm 142
Time: 12 Noon
Your participation and Ideas are encouraged and appreciated. We look forward to
seeing you.

Fl.ST TYPING SERVICE

Apo meni 2 ITllleS to UCF AU util111es pold
Si BO mo 2B2-2440 o ter 6

College Dem ocrats
Membership is open to a ll students
Meetings ore held every Tue in Student
Center Room 217 o 6pm. eed more irio
please leave message on recorder by colling 275-4394

Restaurant Help Wonted
A new high volume casual theme
restaurant seeking people to lilt all positions
apply in person only
8pm to 5pm dally
Chisholm's Restaurant
464 W Highway 436 7
Altomonte Springs Fl
305-6B2-6666

Apartment for Rent. 2bdm 2Y, bath
townhOuse V. mile from UCF equipped kitchen also washer and dryer. S425 per
month coll Cindy or Doris at 277-4107.
Beautiful new 2bed 2 bath rental all appliances washer/dryer near UCF trees!
S475/mo Fred 645-3339 295-6717

Mike

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mite from UCF campus•
All types of student documents. Some day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Excellent typing/word processing. Editing.
Theses. 273-7591.

Hey Stock Pock.
Keep those good times rolling. We're stlll 11
In having fun. Welcome aboard Bob.
Steve
Mike,
Congrats on the ployl Everyone tells me you
did a bong up jqb, sorry I had to miss II.
"Future" conversation: 'I didn't know Mike
could act.' 'Sure, he acted for two years as
Editor In Chief!'
Don

..

-AnENTION IAll UCF $reeks, clubs, organizations
or~ subject to a 25% or 50% discount on classified ads.

For more information:

Have your club president call Mike at 275-2601, or
stop by The Ce_n tral Florida Future Business Office next to the Art Complex

'·'Good

friends
don't let
~ood

friends
smoke

cigarettes!'
LanyHagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.

IAMERICAN
f~

ITALIAN DELIGHT

.

Challenge Franchise Pizza!
--~-~~~~~--

Do They All Offer:

•
•
•
•
•

Real N.Y. Pizza
Calzone
Spinach Roll
Chicken
Eggplant

•
•

•
•
•

Full Sub Menu
Stromboli
Pasta
Veal
Meatballs

•

OPEN EARLY
OPEN LATE
Kinko's business day starts early and ends late, so we're
here when you need us most!

We deliver all dinners!

ITALIAN DELIGHT
- - - - ristorante - - - 7528 E. Colonial Dr.
(by Colonial

a Goldervod across from
Burger Knol

282·0212

Great copies. Great people.
127 West Fairbanks

(305) 628-5255

(across from Bailey's)
plenty of off-street lig ted po ·ng

M-f 7 o.m-9 p.m
Sot. 9 c.rn.-6 p.m.
Sun. J2 noon-9 p.m.

e Central
season.
What does he need?
FROM PAGE 15
First· of all, he'll be looking
for players mainly that can
play up-court , who can
The only comment he 'll defense the three-point shot,
make about all the problems and who are mobil as well as
is that he would like to have physical. Olympic games are
three Patrick Ewings in his played in a push-shove, grunt,
selection of a team, and that multiple-foul type style, and
he plans to spend quite a bit you must remember that
of time this yeat at the Pan- John will not have the big
Am Games in Indianapolis, advantage of '84, when we
where Danny Crum of were on our own blacktop in
Louisville is handling the LaLa Land, which made it
head coaching duties. What super inviting for players who
Coach Crum hopes to do there wanted the Five Rings and
is to get a big leg up on Olympic Anthem to open
evaluating the prospective doors and gain exposure inLo
ball players, and get some the financial league, the
feeling on what the desires NBA.
and communities of certain
Another
thing
to
players will be. before thPy remember: one of the diffult
start the 198 7-88 college things, too, noYt'. Coach_John

HOOPLA

•

has picked up on the Olympic
torch, is that he v.~11 have two
head coaching jobs. He al o
has to be careful not to pu in
too much ime on the
Olympics, so that it might
adversely affect his Hoyas, or
vice- ersa. And, there are the
constant rumors that the pros
want him, which can be a fatal
distraction if he allows it to
turn his head too soon.

Georgetown o help run
hings, to keep things orderl)
within the two program .
You know, it 's ironic. ·w hen
John Thompson was a enior
at Providence in 1964, he
tried to make the Olympic
team that was gomg to
Tokyo, and ended up in
Heartbreak Hotel. And now,
how the world turns, for here
we are approximate!
a
quarter-century later, and
now he's the head man,
Personally, I believe that numero uno.
somewhere down the line,
John's world will be a
Personally, I'm really
political arena, not a sports pleased that I'll be in this
arena. But, time will tell.. For giant's shadow, when I'm
now, all that's sure is that covering the Games in Seoul
hl''ll pick hi '-'1ciff nt th< \ nd for the Peacock in '88. For
now, we can only wish him-of the this year, and until then and his eventual team which
he'll use his own staff at has yet to be born -- the best.
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BASKETBALL
FROM PAGE 16

Leading
he
Lady
Rattlerette were the 1yrick
i ers, Gail and E ther. The
sibling combined for 49
points, 22 rebound and nine
blocked sho s.
April Manning had 15
assists and three steal for
F AMU, in addition to 11
points and seven rebound .
Craft was held to eight
points on 2-15 shooting. She
did collect three rebounds and
three assists though.
Lady Knights point guard
Julie Cardinale also did not
fare well from the floor. She
shot 2-14, although she did
have seven assists and four
rebounds.

. 1---------------------------------------------------------------------.
.
MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM
CLASSIFICATION
0
0
0
0

ROOMMATES 0 FOR RENT
FOR SALE
0 HELP WANTED
SERVICES
0 TYPISTS
PERSONALS

Insertion dates: _________
$0.50 per line: Students, staff, & faculty
$1.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses
(Boldface extra)
·

PREPAYMENT ONLY

PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
1 ..__...___..____.__.__.___.__.__.__.__._..__,.____.__.__..___.__.__.___.__._...___..__.___.__.__.__.__._..._..___..__.__.__.___._
2 .._..__...__..__.__.___.__.__.___.__.__.._.....__._..._..__.__..___.__.___,,__.___.__.__..__.__._..._..__.__.~~~~_..
3 .._..__...__..__.__.___.___,,__.___.__.__.._.....__.__._..__.__..___.__.__.__.___.__.__.._.....__.__._.___..__.~~~~_..

4
5

••
•••
••
••
••
•••
•••
••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
it:

To order classifieds multiply the total ·number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to The
Central Florida Future Classifieds, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by The
Central Florida Future Business office. Prepayment is required. The deadline for Tuesday's
paper is 4:30 p.m. Thursday ,and for Thursday's
paper 4:30 p.m. Monday. If you have any questions or comments, call Mike at 275~2601.

I

Name and address:

.._..__...__..__.__.___.__.__.___.__.__.._.....__._..._..__.__..___.__.__.__.___.__.__.._.....__._..._..__.__.~~~~_..

Phone:

•
•
Let Uncle Sam ••
Pay For Your •••
••
Spring Break Ski ••
•
Trip
•••
••
*FILE YouR TAx RETURN
•
••
EARLY AND YOUR CHECK
••
SHouw BE BACK IN TIME FoR
••
THE TRIP!
••
Mt.Snow, Vermont ••
••
March 14-21 $370 ••
For More Information Call275-2611 ••
•
or Go To The Student Center Main •
Desk/
••
•

iC
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But he got a big bang out of
his discovery.
And you 'D get a
bigger bang out
of discovering
Bud Light It's the
Jess-Mling hght beer
with the first name
in taste.
Get on the stick.
HUITY to the bar of

your choice and bring
out your best By
discovering today's
great hght Bud Light

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Nanci Rothberg, 281-1777

YA3

•
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Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

E ROLLM N
FROM PAGE 3

Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

population at large.
But the ne · Education
Department cen u shows
college enrollment nationwide
·has declined only once, in
1984. That decline, moreover,
followed 19 3's all-time
record enrollment of 12.46
million students.
The big story is that the
We are looking for high spirited, enthusiastic people who enjoy
projected
decline has not
working outdoors in the Florida Sunshine. We will train you to
occurred,
"
said Dan Savage
promote Panama Jack Suncare and Sunwear products while
of the Amercian Association
working in Central Florida's finest resorts. Gain valuable exof Community and Junior
perience in the field of public relations while earning an exColleges
(AACJC)
in
cellent income. Again, we are looking for people who enjoy
Washington, D.C.
' The available pool (of
the outdoors!! If this soulds like something you would be incollege students) was to
terested in, please contact our Resort Pool Management office
(shrink) by 50 percent because
at 345·8944 AFTER HOURS 849·7871.
of fewer traditionally aged
students, " Savage explained,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l "but there are a whole lot of
adults going to college,
especially nontraditionally
aged women. ''
For example, enrollment at
tiny Arkansas Baptist
College in Little Rock will
"increase slightly' in the
coming years as the
"majority of students" will
come from people older that
age 25, predicts admissions
director Mary Jacobs.
"There's also a trend
toward part-time students"
FAMILY & COSMETIC DENTISTRY
at two-year colleges, added
Dean Donald Shoemaker of
11776 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
Blue Ridge Technical College
Corner of Alafaya Trail &
in Flat Rock, N.C.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i - - - - - - - - - - - - - l

•

•

PJ.\r 11.\)JJ.\ POSISTIONS
,)J\CJ{ ·-·--~ AVAl LAB LE

George Alan Yarko, D.D.S.
General Dentist

•

•

#

ome maller four-. ·ear
uniYersitie , by ontra
are
truggling to keep he
tuden s he · have.
· · e 're hoping to ta_ '
approximate! the ame - at
about 6,500 s uden s during the nex fi e year ,· ·
said Gary
ick trom
registrar at Michigan
Technical Univer ity in
Houston, Michigan. In the
early 1990s, the number of
18-year-olds in the general
population is due to creep
upwards again.
Until then, Michigan Te h
admissions Director Fred
Gunnell hopes to recruit
older, employed students,
"who are retraining to put
themselves in a better
position for job placemen or
advancement.' '
The AACJC's Savage noted
the job market could have a
big impact on enrollment
trends during the next few
years. 'When people are out
of work, they go back to
school. There was a
community college boom with
the last recession."
Further projections are for
"level enrollment,' Savage
said, ''but the wild card here
is senior citizens. A rapidly
growing segment of the
student population is the
over-45 group. Some colleges
plan to build what are called
'renaissance comm uni ties'
(retirement communities)
right on campus.''

E. H·wy. 50

Alaf aya Village

282-2101

Insurances
Accepted

. JIM'S TIRE S·ERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102
6 Ml. East of Alataya Tr. 1 Ml. West of Speedworld
USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES examPle:
13"
$·12 to S20 ·235/75815" S49.95
14"
S14 to $20 195/75814" $40.95
15"
$15 to S20 185/80013" S35.95

Fas~. Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

P· "'

.II. j;
'°

74e~
~~
0# de ea4t 4it/e.

°" to«t#
featuring
Cantonese, Szchuen,
Private Parties To Accommodate 35
We Serve Weight Watcher Special:
Seafood Delight, Vegetarian_Delight
Lunch from $2.55 Dinner from $4.25
Take out available

HWY. SO

i

~

~ UCF

•

all major credit cords

281-1864
~ons suggested

Pri\'atc Sector Scholarships and Grants (graduate and under·
graduate) arc available regardless of family income:, MIL·
LIONS GO UNCLAIMED EACH YEAR. Results
Gwirnnteed!

,..

T·HE HAIR SHOP
, lj_ Precision Style Cut $9.00
...,~

~

FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn-Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

WALK-INS WELCOME

282•1700

Dally 9·5 8t Thurs. 'tll 8

Peral/

11786 E. Colonial Dr.
Alafaya Village
Orlando, Fla.
~

SRG

For information, call toll-free
(800) USA-1221, ext. 0627

•

N

1987

j Financial Aid
4 for College

Oa1iong

K1ss BALLOONS
9438 E. Colonial Dr. 273-0655
HOURS
M-F 11:00-10 pm
S&S 11:30-10pm

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

. ,.
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The Fourth Annual

Miss UCF Pageant
The Official

I
ti

Preliminary

~
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nnDarns
Miss UCF .1986

~...~

I STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
I
January 30 . . 7:30p.m.
~

i
iti
~

I·
Ii
~

A

Tickets: Students- _free at kiosk, $2 at door
General Admission- $5
Limited Number of Seats Available!
SEMI-FORMAL ATTIRE
p

l
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· Olympians face obstacles
•

•
•

•

•

..
•

. eoul. South Korea, 198 , i just around
the corner, and for the first time we have an
lympic basketball coach that's over six-feetfour inches tall: John Thompson, the towelwringing, resident capital-G genius of
Georgetown University .
For the few who are unfamiliar, he's known
as " Big Bad John" to his opponents in the
Beast of the East -- a strong, General Patton,
Lee Iacocca Liberty person who's very
First off, this is not a summer Olympics,
patriotic, and in my mind at least, there's no
doubt that he was a clear-cut choice if the but a game of the fall, when the leaves are
starting to turn. It goes fr?m September to
U.S. is to maintain the gold once again.
October
which creates maJor headaches for
Coach Thompson was not, by any stretch
of the imagination, a political choice, when it the National Basketball Association. How,
came to deciding who would head up the U.S. for example, can a senior who was drafted in
hoops squad this time around. Anyone who's the spring be watching the sunset on the
familiar with the international scene for the Yellow Seas at a time when NBA clubs are
last decade knows that his credentials are as already through their training camp and
getting ready for their season opener?
strong as the Rock of Gibraltar.
As if that weren't enough, let's take a lok
First off, he was an assistant to Dean
at
problem number two, which c?ncerns t~e
Smith of North Carolina in Montreal, when
we won in 1976. And, he also helped in athletes who are still in college. Right now, it
selecting the material for Bobby Knight of looks like they'd be missing at least three
weeks of class -- which is a no-no-- unless you
Indiana in 1984.
Positives? "Big Bad John" is loaded. His figure to take 'em out for a whole semester.
style of play was created for the Olympics -- And believe me, that's a no-no to the poor
coast-to-coast pressure on D, and a giddy-up colle,ge coach who has recruited the kid and
offense, which if it doesn't immediately has him on his team.
So what are the answers?
convert, is followed by patient patterns.
W~ll.
I really believe that David St~rn,
Coach John also knows how to use a long
commissioner
of the NBA will do everything
bench, which is a definite asset because .of the
he
can
to
help
solve the problem with the
physical style of international play, and
pros, because in the past the NBA has done
which means that at least 10 of the 12 U.S.
Olympians will be sure to get their share of more than its fair share to make our U.S.
Olympic team the best th~t i~ can b~- both
PT.
financially,
and, 1so by adJustmg their rules.
One other thing: Coach John also has a
As far as the cullege basketball players are
complete understanding of international
concerned, I think what you'll see _is a
rules, and he also spent time last summer
reaching into and response from the private
with Coach Lute Olsen of Arizona at the
sector to supply a contingent of 10-15 tutors,
World Games in Madrid. Make no mistake,
who would go through training and the
he is no stranger to the international bullring.
traveling with the Olympic squad that we
So, those are all the positives. All the items
send
to Seoul.
on the asset side of the ledger. Now, I think,
Coach
John, quite naturally, is reacting to
it·~ time we got on to the list of things on the
all
this
with
top hat and cane diplomacy.
liability side-- things that Coach John, or for
Lhat matter, any Olympic coach, has to deal
with this time around.
·SEE HOOPLA, PAGE 11
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KO vs. PBP
KS vs. ATO

7:30

ODD vs. l.TA
TKE I vs. Sig Ep

v-f he director of "Chariots of Fire"

8:30
AF ROTC vs. LXA Iii sis
SAE II vs. TKE II

- captures the epic adventure
of a man caught between
two different worlds.

I
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5:00
Sig Ep vs. KS
SAE Iii sis vs. LXA Iii sis
Those Guys vs. FOF

-h

•

.

Thurs.
4:00·
SX I vs. ATO I
KO vs. 4 Q's
SX II vs. TKE II

...........
-- -- - ...,
~ stu-dent ac!.iY.i.tJ.~.$.. Q.~.01~.rJ ~

free movies,·----I

Thurs.
6:30
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Craft, Lady Knights lead NSWAC in
by Chad Salinas
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Despite the woeful season
that the Lady Kn)ghts
basketball team (2-13, 0-3) is
having, believe it or not, there
are some bright spots.
The brightest one is DeAnn
Craft. Craft, in the top 25
nationally in scoring, is also
leading the New Sou th
Women's Athletic Conference
with her 24.0 points per game
average.

Besides leading the league
in that category, Craft also
appears in the top six in three
other categories. Craft is
second in the NSWAC in field
goal percentage with her .595
mark. She is also second in
free throw percentage with
her .925 clip. (The first-place
person has only shot 10
times.) Craft is sixth in
assists by dishing off 4. 7 a
game.
Another person in the elite
of the NSWAC is Fayetta
Robinson. Robinson is fourth
in scoring (18.3 ppg) and fifth
in rebounds, with 9.3 rpg.

Julie Cardinale, although
having an off year, also place
in two categories. The enior
guard is on top of the
NSWAC with 7.5 assists per
game. Cardinale is also third
in steals with three per
outing.
Seruor Evelyn Smith also
cracked into the top five in
free throw percentage by
hitting 16-21 for a mark of
.762.
The Lady Knights are also
dominating the NSW AC
when it comes to shooting.

U F i av ragin
-.2 ppg,
five point ahead f econdplace Stet on. Th ladies are
also leading the league in fr ethrow percentage wi h a clip
of .735. That i 60 percentage
points in front of Georgia
State.
The Lady Knights fall to
second place in regards to
field goal percentage. SU
leads with a .493 mark,
followed by UCF at .473.
However, when it comes to
defense, the Lady Knights are

offen~r-=

in h c n~ r in v r ·ca
·

UCF also plac d 1 t in
rebounding margin (-10.0) and
coring margin also at -10.0.
The next conferenc gam
for the Lady Knight
aturday, Jan. 31, and
Friday, Feb. 6. They ho t
Stetson at 7:00 P.M. and
travel to Mercer for a 6:00
P.M. date, respectively.

Rattlers squeeze life from UCF
by Chad Salinas
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Knights basketball team lost
their eighth consecutive game, five in a row
at home, on Saturday when Florida A & M
came in and easily defeated the floundering
Knights, 86-73.
Playing before a crowd of 184, most of
them F AMU backers, UCF fell behind by as
much as six points in the first half, and at the
15:38 mark, they found themselves down,
13-7.
However, led by Fayetta Robinson, the
Lady Knights put on a 14-7 spurt, which
actually put them in the lead momentarily,
21-20. Robinson scored eight points during
this stretch.
Two free throws by DeAnn Craft gave the
Lady Knights their biggest lead of the game
at 25-22.

Then, the Lady Rattlerettes went on a 10-2
run, on their way to a 44-35 halftime lead . .
UCF shot a frigid 37.5 percent from the
floor in the first period. Robinson led the
ladies with 12 points, followed by Loretta
Pate with eight.
In the second half, the Lady Knights came
out and shot 57.1 percent from the field. But
due to the strength of FAMU's inside game,
UCF fell into a deep hole from which they
could not escape.
The Lady Knights fell behind early by as
much as 18 points, and eventually lost by the
13-point margin.
Robinson led the Knights in scoring with
20 points. She al~o collected nine rebounds,
·along with Pate.
Evelyn Smith provided some strong play
from the bench, going 6-6 from the field and
ending up with 13 points.
Also playing solidly was Kacie Kemmer.
Kemmer, coming off the bench, finished the
SEE·BASKETBALL PAGE 11

Joe Welnsteln/Centrai Florida Future

·Loretta Pate pulled down a team high nine rebounds
against FAMU.

Tennis team fights cold
and Broward C. ·C.
1

by Chad Salinas
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Matt Kalus/Central Florida Future

The tennis team takes on Stetson today at 2:00 on the UCF courts.

With a lot of focus on the Lady
Knights basketball program, many
people have forgotten about the other
·ucF women's sports teams.
The Lady Knights tennis team
braved the 50-degree temperature
and the gusting winds on Friday in
order to play their second match of
the season. This time they hosted the
Broward Community College squad.
U CF' s number one singles player,
Kathy Pell, won her first match of the
year, evening her record to 1-1. Pell
defeated Nina Schmidt, 6-1 and 6-1.
Eda Dulce (0-2) took BCC's Renee

Alexis to three sets before losing.
After starting slow, Dulce came on in
the second set, but eventually lost,
4-6, 6-2 and 4-6.
In the day's longest match, Julie
Fisher (1-1) outlasted BCC's Eve
Cabrales. After two hours, the two •
were even. Finally, Fisher pulled
away in the third set for a 4-6, 7-5 and
6-1 victory.
While one Dulce lost a three-set
match, another one won. Ede Dulce
(1-1), struggling in the second set, •
overcame Monika Higginbotham, 6-4,
1-6 and 6-2.
Lady Knight Tracy Williams was ..
overpowered by Beverly Roberts, 1-6
and 0-6.

,

WUCF sports new program on Wed.
Wednesday· s show is baseball
coach Jay Bergman. The station hopes to attract sports
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
figures from the Orlando community such as Pat Williams,
Fans of UCF sports will who is spearheading the efhave their chance to speak to fort to bring professional
UCF coaches and players on basketball to Orlando.
UCF' new sports call in radio
how, port· Forum.
'The purpose behind the

by Scott Wallin

The show appears \\I edne da on the campus radio tat ion, WUCF ( 9.9 F .. ).
Li tener can call (275-2133)
and ha\ e their questions aired
between 12 p.m. and 1 p.m.
The ho ' ha featured U CF
basketball coache
Phil
Carter men's} and anc Little (women' ).
heduled for

setting. Some of the more controversial topics in sports,
such as drug testing, will be
discussed during the hour
when a guest is not available.

The show will also feature a
portion called Knight of the
Week . The segment will include a taped interview with
show is to spotlight some of the outstanding UCF athlete
the athletic activities on cam- nf the week.
pu •· WUCF program direc' I want this show to cater
tor Da\ e Iaier said. "We will to the UCF students,'· WUCF
not limit ourselve to campus,
sport caster Iarc Stephensalthough that will be our
Dei tchman said. "I want
main spotlight.·'
them to be a are of the show
and call in. because I know
panel of five port- the studen bodv is intrigued
ca ter
alternate con- by different things that hapducting the sho" in a forum pen in UCF sports.''

tetson H 7
on-

Bas etball s South Florido A 5:00

